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Mr. W. G.'Counsil, Senior._Vice President ORB #3 Rdg OELD

Nuclear Engineering & Operations DEisenhut ACRS-10
.

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company EJordan JNGrace

P. O. Box 270 EReeves' -

Hartford, Connecticut 06141

Dear Mr. Counsil:

SUBJECT: REQUEST-MODIFICATION OF HYDR 0 GEN PURGE VALVES - MILLSTONE UNIT 2
.

[ Based on'a conference. call of October'19, 1984, your staff agrees with the
NRC staff that the purge flowrate assumption used in the analysis contained
in your July 11, 1984 letter, which provided your justification for not
requiring the hydrogen purge valves to close on a high radiation signal,

i Lis an crder of magnitude too low. However, your staff still contends that,
even _with their increase in purge flowrate, justification remains.4

A subsequent conference call with your. staff and the Accident Evaluation Branchi

on November 9, 1984 indicated that additional scenarios beyond the two cases
that were presented with your July 11, 1984 letter would be.necessary to prove
your position for not complying with Item II.E.4.2.7 of NUREG-0737. The

.

i: staff will require that you consider a whole range of accident conditions and-
:does not find it acceptable to analyze only the specific examples contained in,

:

the staff?s Generic Safety Evaluation. Scenarios must be considered which
result in-fuel failures within a relative short time of an accident which would

~

;
' not give automatic isolation of the containment. .The detailed staff position
!

: on this- iss_ue is ~ enclosed. After you have reviewed the staff's position and
should you still require an appeal.1then arrangements for the meeting will be
made shortly thereafter. We would expect to have this meeting prior to January3-

-31,71985..n ,

' " ' * ,
. j_ .p_ '

The information requested in this' letter affects fewer than 10 respondents;i.
"

therefore .0MB; clearance 1s not reguired under P.L. _96-511.
t
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Sincerely,'' ' " ~~
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l 7

' James ' R. Miller, Chief' ' '

Operating Reactors Branch #3Gs ',, 1'

t" Division of Licensing, '
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Enclosure:
'

'
-.

.

As stated
.

cc: 'See.next page
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Northeast Nuclear Energy Company'

'

cc: .

Gerald Garfield, Esq. Regional Administrator-

Day, Berry & Howard Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Counselors at Law Region I
City Place Office of Executive Director
Hartford, Connecticut 06103-3499 for Operations

631 Park Avenue
.Mr. Charles Brinkman King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406
Manager - !Jashington Nuclear

Operations Office of Policy & Management
C-E Power Systems ATTN: Under Secretary Energy
Combustion Engineering, Inc. Division
7910 Woodmont Avenue 80 Washington Street
Bethesda, Maryland 20014 Hartford, Connecticut 06115

- .

. Mr. Lawrence Bettencourt, First Selectman
Town of Waterford Mr. Kevin McCarthy, Director
Hall of Records - 200 Boston Post Road Radiation Control Unit
Waterford, Connecticut 06385 Department of Environmental Protection

State Office Building
Superintendent Hartford, Connecticut 0611.6
Millstone Plant
P.-0. Box 128 Mr. John Shediosky
Waterford, Connecticut 06385 Resident inspector / Millstone

c/o U.S.N.R.C.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Box 811
Region I Office . Niantic, CT 06357
ATTN: Regional Radiation Representative
John F. Kennedy Federal Building Vice President - Nuclear Operations
Boston, Massachusetts 02203 Northeast Utilities Service Company

P. O. Box 270
Northeast Utilities Service Company Hartford, Connecticut
ATTN: Mr. Richard R. Laudenat, Manager

Generation Facilities Licensing
[ Post Office Box 270

Hartford, Connecticut 06101'
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ENCLOSURE

STAFF POSITION ON AUTOMATIC ISOLATION OF NORMALLY OPEN PURGE VALVES

1. The staff position, as clearly stated in NUREG-0737, Item
II.E.4.2.7, is that normally open purge valves must be provided
with a capability for automatic isolation on high radiation in the
containment atmosphere.

2. A technical basis for the staff's position is given in the Generic
Safety Evaluation (see memo R. W. Houston to T. P. Speis dated
March 3,1982 on this subject). This safety evaluation attempts to
examine the whole spectrum of accidents which could potentially
result in unacceptable off-site doses without the automatic
hich-radiation isolation capability. The spectrum of accicents
incluces tne rt.rce of rrter.tial pressure and ter.nerature condition!
varying trer trarsierr arc stali t reaks ur te vi incluc "r F
instantaneous couble-erded rupture of a main ccclant pipo, as weit
as the spectrum of potential radiological challenges ranginn fron
coolant activity to the " core nelt" releases specified ir 10 CFR
Part 100.11. Note that the specific examples selected for
quantitative analysis in this generic evaluation are illustrative
of this spectrum of conditions.

In order to demonstrate that an alternative to the licensing
requirement provides an equivalent level of protection, the whole
range of accident conditions must be considered. It is not

sufficient, therefore, to simply show that the specific examples in
the gereric evaluation would ccme out acceptable with the
alternative, but it is necessary to demonstrate that the
alternative provides the equivalent protection for the entire
accident spectrum.

3. The generic safety evaluation employs the standard licensing
assumptions used in deterministic safety evaluations of accidents
within the design basis envelope. Seveie accident considerations
are mentioned, but not quantified. There is a tendency among
licensees and applicants to present arguments to show that the
design basis accident assumptions are not " realistic." or that
specific combinations of conditions (e.g., containrcent pressure cna
fission product combinations) are of very low (or very high)
probability. While it is ouite reasonable to lonk at realistic
ccrditic.rs, and the i s l e i .x ' Nibc . r' e.m s , it rrit be

realized that DBA conditions are not necessarily intendec to be
realistic, but have intended conservatisms built in to simplify
their analysis. Probability arguments, and realistic assessment of
consequences should be considered separately, and not combined with
conservative licensing assumptions.

4. Realistic (or "best-estimate") accident evaluations, as well as i

consideration of accident probabilities, generally lead to the same
conclusions arrived at in the conservative DBA analyses illustrated
in the generic safety evaluation. This is a result of the

.
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following observations from the most recent PRA studies:;

a) The most likely accidents leading to core damage (and
subsequent release of volatile fission products) are not the
" instantaneous, double-ended LOCAs", but rather small breaks
(e.g., coolant pump seal failure, or small line breaks) or

, transients resulting in releases via the PORY (e.g., TMI-like
,

; accidents). Therefore, it is much more likely to have a small^

(or, no) containment pressure increase associated with large
.

'

. fission product source terms than the large coolant loss and
high pressure spike scenarios associated with large LOCAs.

: b) Although small breaks or transients result in event sequences'

which are slower than a large LOCA, nonetheless, the latest
NRC-sponsored assessments estimate that core damage occurs

'
within minutes, with actual melting occurring at about 30;

minutes, and reactor vessel melt-through in about an hour
(e.g. , see S D for Surry in BMI-2104). It should be notedp

i that, in general, industry-sponsored (IDCOR) calculations show
more rapid core melting and earlier vessel melt-through times
than the Battelle estimates. These times give approximate
reference points for the. time scale of some of these
accidents. It must be recognized, however, that the most
recent calculations (e.g., BMI-2104, IDCOR) show that nearly
all the volatile fission products (i.e., noble gases, iodines,

'

cesium, and in some cases tellurium) are released from the
i fuel during the heat-up and clad-oxidation phases, i.e., prior
I to any fuel melting.
,

i c) A recent best-estimate study by Stone & Webster indicates that
the worst case containment opening, in terms of retention of
fission products released from the core, is on the order of
one square foot. This finding indicates that the release of
fission products from the containment would be lower (less,

severe) for either very large openings in containment as well;
'

as low leakage. Although a 6-inch diameter opening would not
be at the very peak of the source term curve, it is in that
vicinity, which lends credence, on the basis of realistic
assessments, to regulatory requirements which assure isolationi

of such openings for the entire accident spectrum.

5. Observations from the most recent best-estimate accident analyses,
however, should be kept separate from design basis accident
considerations. They are mentioned here for background information,

only. The point of this discussion is, that we would agree with
statements that the design basis assumptions are not " realistic".-

However, these conservatisms are intended to bound the physical
'

consequences of a class of accidents and are a part of a
'

Commission's long standing policy of defense in depth. The
conservative assumptions demonstrate the need to provide automatic
isolation on high radiation. When " realistic" best-estimate
accident assessments are reviewed, they confirm that this
requirement results in a significant improvement in plant safety.
Lastly, the Commission approval of NUREG-0737 is recognition that,

the additional isolation signal is in line with standard o

defense-in-depth policy and practice.-
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